OLD WALLOON ALE
A ’CENTENARY ALE’, NOW TWO-HUNDRED YEARS OLD

THE OLD ALE IS:
- sour, with a rich aroma all its own
- non-carbonated
- of a reddish brown hue
- top-fermented
- unfiltered and live

THE ALE IS BREWED WITH:
- a generous measure of Vienna malt
- wort that has simmered a good long while
-

- relatively little bitterness and hops aroma

OLD WALLOON ALE IS AGED IN OAK
CASKS:
- about two years
- in a temperate cellar (>14ºC/66°F)
- and then tapped and replenished in a special way

Notes on the CARE AND FEEDING OF OLD ALE
The traditional Belgian brewing technique, introduced into Sweden
by Walloon mining engineers and metallurgists in the 17th century
has been preserved by the Gedda family in the family cask (photo
above) through the years. The closest ’cousins’ to the Old Ale today
are Belgian Oud Bruin (brown) and the West Flemish Red Ales.
Mashing is performed in the usual way using Vienna malt, which
lends the wort a reddish tone, accentuated by the long boil. OG
varies between 1.055 and 1.060, with an FG of about 1.012, which
yields an ABV of 6%. Newly brewed, the ale has a normal pH, but
after two years in the oak the pH will be 3.1.
Together, the long months in the oak and the special procedure for
tapping and replenishing the cask with fresh brew preserve a unique
flora of micro-organisms that give the ale its very special wine-like
character. After two years’ ageing the brew is drawn off and bottled
– preferably burgundy bottles (photo) – for distribution, enjoyment or,
perhaps, further ageing. The cask, now half-empty, is replenished
with new, primary ferment ale. Whereupon it is left to rest another
two years until, once again, the procedure is repeated. This routine
has been faithfully observed since 1806, a full 200 years!

HISTORY
Old Ale was brought to Sweden by Walloon immigrants recruited under royal privilege to develop the budding Swedish iron and steel
industry. The first ”French” brewers to receive royal permission to brew ale in Sweden were Willem and Gillis DeBesche. That was
during the reign of King Carl IX in the early 1600s. The tradition of brewing was carefully nurtured by the families who owned (virtually
reigned) Sweden’s rural iron foundry estates until the time of the Great War, 1914-1918. Among the estates known for their quality
Centenary Ales were Söderfors, Gysinge and Österbybruk. On display in the entry to the Gammel Tammen restaurant at Österbybruk
is a hand-made bottle found in a cellar on the premises that bears the legend, ”Old Ale”.
Perhaps the most famous of these Old Ales was that brewed at Söderfors. The brew was started in 1794, but unfortunately has died
out. An article in an Uppsala newspaper from the mid-1960s notes that a local brewery, Bayerska Bryggeriet, maintained a handful of
family casks at that time. The Gedda cask would seem to be the last of these that is still going strong.
The unique assortment of micro-organisms inside the cask has been the object of the Geddas’ tender care since 1860, when the cask
came into their possession. The brew dates back to 1806 and may, via the af Klercker and LeFebure families, be traced to foundry
estates at Gimo and Rånäs (both east of Uppsala). Jeanette LeFebure, grand-daughter of Jean LeFebure, owner of the two estates,
married Fredrik af Klercker, who in 1860 gave the cask to Gude Adolf Gedda, his fellow officer in the regiment at Västerås.

